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ABSTRACT

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) modifications are essen-
tial for ribosome function in all cellular organ-
isms. Box C/D small (nucleolar) ribonucleoproteins
[s(no)RNPs] catalyze 2′-O-methylation, one rRNA
modification type in Eukarya and Archaea. Negatively
stained electron microscopy (EM) models of archaeal
box C/D sRNPs have demonstrated the dimeric sRNP
(di-sRNP) architecture, which has been corroborated
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies. Due
to limitations of the structural techniques, the orien-
tation of the box C/D sRNAs has remained unclear.
Here, we have used cryo-EM to elucidate the sRNA
orientation in a M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP. The
cryo-EM reconstruction suggests a parallel orienta-
tion of the two sRNAs. Biochemical and structural
analyses of sRNPs assembled with mutant sRNAs in-
dicate a potential interaction between the sRNA stem
ends. Our results suggest that the parallel arrange-
ment of the sRNAs juxtaposes their stem ends into
close proximity to allow for a stabilizing interaction
that helps maintain the di-sRNP architecture.

INTRODUCTION

Ribosome biogenesis, the manufacture of ribosomes for
protein synthesis, is a fundamental cellular process in all
three domains of life. To generate a correctly folded and
fully functional ribosome, the pre-ribosomal RNA (pre-
rRNA) undergoes a large number of chemical modifica-
tions (1–5). In Eukarya and Archaea, the two major types of
pre-rRNA modifications are pseudouridylations and 2′-O-
methylations of the ribose moiety (1,6). These modifications
are critical as the global or even local removal of them leads
to reduction in growth or developmental defects (2–4,7–9).

Many of the modifications are located in functionally im-
portant and evolutionarily conserved regions of the ribo-
some, including the intersubunit bridge, the peptidyl trans-
ferase center and the decoding center (1–4). Furthermore,
the number of modifications increases with the complexity
of the organisms (10–14). In Archaea, the number of mod-
ifications also positively correlates with their growth tem-
perature (15). Taken together, pseudouridylation and 2′-O-
methylation of pre-rRNAs are important for both the func-
tion and structural stability of ribosomes.

In Eukarya and Arcahea, 2′-O-methylations are car-
ried out by specialized guide RNP complexes (16–18).
These RNPs are known as box C/D small nucleolar RNPs
(snoRNPs) in Eukarya. In Archaea, they are known as box
C/D small RNPs (sRNPs) because of the absence of nu-
cleoli (19). The core components of an archaeal box C/D
sRNP are known, and a catalytically active archaeal box
C/D sRNP has been reconstituted in vitro (19,20). One such
component is the box C/D sRNA (20–26), which houses the
box C (RUGAUGA, where R is a purine) and D (CUGA)
elements close to the terminal stem that form the kink-turn
structural element (Figure 1A) (27–30). In addition, the box
C/D sRNA also contains the degenerate box C’ and D’
elements, which, together with the internal loop, form the
kink-loop structural element (31). Sandwiched between the
box C/D and box C’/D’ elements are two single-stranded
sequences known as the guide sequences. Each guide se-
quence base pairs with the target RNA sequence in the pre-
rRNA substrate (16–19). Through base-pairing, the guide
sequences confer specificity to the 2′-O-methyl transfer re-
actions such that the substrate is methylated at a site that is
exactly five nucleotides upstream (n+5 rule) of the box D or
D’ (16,17,32).

In addition to the sRNA, an archaeal box C/D sRNP
also contains three proteins: L7Ae (NHP2L1, formerly
15.5K, in humans), Nop5 (Nop56/58 in humans) and
fibrillarin (19). L7Ae is an RNA binding protein that
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Figure 1. The dimeric sRNP model. (A) Schematic of an archaeal box C/D sRNA. The RNA contains a stem end, formed by the 5′ and 3′ termini, and
a loop end. The consensus elements box C and D form the kink-turn structural element, and the box C’ and D’ form the kink-loop structure element.
The two single-stranded regions enveloped by the consensus elements are the guide sequences that base pair with the substrates. (B) Schematic of the
dimeric sRNP model proposed by (45). L7Ae is indicated in red, Nop5 in blue, fibrillarin in gray. The dotted ellipses represent the proposed locations and
orientations of the two sRNA copies.

recognizes the kink-turn and kink-loop structures of
the box C/D sRNAs (19,27,33–37). Fibrillarin contains
an S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) binding pocket and is
the catalytic protein that performs the chemistry of 2′-
O-methylation using SAM as the methyl group donor
(7,19,38–41). Nop5 binds the sRNA kink-turn and kink-
loop structures through its C-terminal domain (CTD) and
fibrillarin through its N-terminal domain (NTD) (39,41–
45). It also dimerizes with itself through its coiled coil do-
main, thereby linking the L7Ae-sRNA complex with fibril-
larin (39,41–44,46,47).

Recent structural studies of archaeal box C/D sRNPs
have presented two different structural models. A 3-
dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the M. jannaschii box
C/D sRNP obtained by negatively stained electron mi-
croscopy (EM) from our laboratory proposed a dimeric
sRNP (di-sRNP) model (Figure 1B), with four copies of
each of the core proteins, linked together by two copies of
the box C/D sRNAs (45). In contrast, a crystal structure
of S. solfataricus box C/D sRNP presented a monomeric
sRNP (mono-sRNP) model, with only two copies of each
of the core proteins and one copy of the box C/D sRNA
(42). Our subsequent biochemical and EM studies of addi-
tional box C/D sRNPs from various archaeal species have
demonstrated that the mono-sRNP is a result of the use of
an artificial, synthetic sRNA that lacks an important loop
structure near the box C’/D’ element (Figure 1A) (48). Ex-
tensive structural studies using nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and biochemical studies have also arrived at a di-

sRNP architecture (49,50). Therefore, there is ample bio-
chemical and structural evidence that archaeal box C/D
sRNPs adopt a di-sRNP structure upon in vitro assembly
with a natural box C/D sRNA.

While the negatively stained EM and NMR structures
have clearly demonstrated the relative orientation of the
core proteins in box C/D di-sRNPs, the orientation of the
box C/D sRNAs has remained elusive. In the negatively
stained EM structure, the density of the box C/D sRNAs
cannot be resolved (45,48). This is likely a result of stain-
ing artifacts that render RNA undetectable (51–53). The
NMR structural model was not generated de novo due to the
limitations of conventional NMR in determining the struc-
ture of a large macromolecular complex (∼400 kDa) (49).
Instead, the derivation of the NMR structural model re-
lied heavily on previously published crystal structures of in-
complete box C/D sRNP fragments. Since the NMR-based
structural model is not a de novo structure of the entire box
C/D di-sRNP, it may not depict the correct assignment of
the orientation of the box C/D sRNAs.

To circumvent the limitations of negatively stained EM,
we used cryo-EM to determine the 3D reconstruction of the
M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP at 9.0Å resolution. The
cryo-EM reconstruction reveals a density that is not present
in the previously published negatively stained EM recon-
structions, which we propose corresponds to the box C/D
sRNAs. We hypothesize that the additional density corre-
sponds to the sRNAs that penetrate the core of the di-sRNP
and are exposed on both its front and back faces. Dock-
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ing of the crystal structures of the box C/D sRNP core
proteins and the kink-turn RNAs into the cryo-EM vol-
ume suggests that the two sRNAs are oriented in a paral-
lel fashion and reveals a potential interaction between their
stem ends. Indeed, native polyacrylamide gel electrophore-
sis (PAGE) shows that mutant sRNAs with disrupted stem
ends assemble into di-sRNPs less efficiently. Moreover, na-
tive PAGE, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and EM
analysis demonstrate that a fusion di-sRNA, composed of
two sRNAs fused at the stem ends, is able to assemble into
a di-sRNP, further supporting the notion of stem end in-
teractions between the sRNAs. Taken together, these results
suggest a model in which the two sRNAs orient in a parallel
fashion in the box C/D di-sRNP to facilitate the interaction
of their stem ends that stabilize the di-sRNP architecture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification

Expression and purification of full-length M. jannaschii
L7Ae (13.0 kD), Nop5 (amino acids 1–367, 42.2 kD) and
full-length fibrillarin with a N-terminal FLAG-tag (27.8
kD) were performed as described in (45) and (48).

In vitro transcription of wildtype and mutant sRNAs

Stem mismatch and truncation mutants were created
from the pUC19 vector containing the sR8 sRNA gene
with a 5′ T7 RNA polymerase promoter from (45) with
oligonucleotides in Supplementary Table S1A using the
Change-ITTM multiple mutation site directed mutagenesis
kit (Affymetrix), according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. These constructs were used to generate linearized
T7-promoter-containing templates using oligonucleotides
in Supplementary Table S1B by the polymerase chain re-
action (PCR). The templates were used in in vitro transcrip-
tion as described in (45,47,48) to generate wildtype (WT)
and stem truncation and mismatch mutant sRNAs. The in
vitro transcribed WT sR8 sRNA has a theoretical molecular
mass of 21.8 kD.

In vitro transcription and UREA-PAGE purification of di-
sR8 sRNAs

di-sR8 T7 sense and di-sR8 T7 anti-sense oligonucleotides
(Supplementary Table S1C) were annealed at 95◦C for 2 min
and allowed to cool down to room temperature slowly in 26
min in a thermal cycler to generate a DNA template con-
taining the T7 promoter sequence. The template was used in
in vitro transcription as described in (45) to generate di-sR8
sRNA. The transcription product was electrophoresed in a
5% UREA-PAGE (5% polyacrylamide, 7.5 M urea, 89 mM
Tris-base, 89 mM Boric Acid, 2 mM EDTA at pH 8.3). The
gel was visualized using UV shadowing and the gel band
containing the full length transcription product was excised.
The gel band was crushed and soaked in a buffer containing
50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5 and 300 mM sodium acetate at
4◦C overnight with nutation. The gel pieces were removed
by centrifugation at 5000 g for 1 min followed by filtration
with a 0.4 �m syringe filter. The purified di-sR8 sRNA was
precipitated with ethanol at −80◦C overnight and stored as
precipitant until use.

sRNP assembly

sRNPs were assembled as described in (45) with the excep-
tion that the di-sR8 sRNP was assembled at lower protein
and sRNA concentrations (2.63 �M of di-sR8 and 6.5 �M
of L7Ae, Nop5 and fibrillarin).

Size exclusion chromatography

Five hundred microliters of WT sR8 or di-sR8 was puri-
fied using Superose 6 10/300 GL with buffer G0 (20 mM
HEPES at pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl and 1.5 mM MgCl2).
Fractions of 500 �l were collected. For the WT sR8 sRNP,
the fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by sil-
ver staining and northern blotting (Figure 2B) as described
in (45). The peak fraction was also analyzed by electron mi-
croscopy and by native PAGE (as below).

Native PAGE analysis

Thirty microliters of sRNPs assembled with WT sR8 and
sR8 stem truncation and mismatch mutants were loaded
onto a 6% native PAGE gel and resolved by electrophore-
sis as described in (48). The gels were stained by ethid-
ium bromide and silver staining to visualize the sRNPs.
sRNAs from 10 �l of each assembled sRNP solution were
also extracted and analyzed by northern blot and probed
by a radiolabled oligonucleotide in Supplementary Table
S1D as described in (45) to quantify the amount of sRNA
present in each gel lane. These analyses were performed
three times and the gel intensity was quantified using Im-
ageJ software package. Statistical analysis was performed
using the Graphpad Prism software package.

Peak fractions (fractions 5–7) from size exclusion chro-
matography of di-sR8 sRNP were combined and concen-
trated to 50 �l using PierceTM protein concentrators, PES,
10K MWCO. Thirty microliters of the concentrated frac-
tion and 4 �l of the un-concentrated peak fraction (frac-
tion 5) of the WT sR8 sRNP were loaded onto a 6% Native
PAGE gel and resolved and stained as described above.

In vitro methylation activity assays

Methylation activity assays were performed as described
in (45,48). Briefly, to each 20 �l of sRNP, 5 �l of reac-
tion mixture was added so that the final concentrationt for
the reaction contained 9 �M of substrate, 27 �M of non-
radioactive SAM and 0.795 �Ci of S-adenosyl-L-[methyl-
3H]-methionine (3H-SAM) in a buffer of 20 mM HEPES
(pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol and 1.5 mM MgCl2.
The reaction was incubated at 70◦C for 30 min and the en-
tirety of the reaction was spotted on a double layer of What-
man 3MM and DE83 filters. The DE83 filter was washed
with 5 ml 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) once, 5 ml 5%
TCA three times and 5 ml 100% ethanol three times. The fil-
ter was dried and the incorporated 3H-methyl groups were
quantitated with a liquid scintillation counter. Each reac-
tion was done in triplicate and statistical analysis was per-
formed using a two-tailed t-test in the Graphpad Prism soft-
ware package. Supplementary Table S1E contains the se-
quences of the substrates used.
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Figure 2. Purification and visualization of M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP by cryo-EM. (A) Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) of M. jannaschii box
C/D sRNP. The assembled sRNP elutes at peak fractions 5 and 6, corresponding to an elution volume of 12.4 ml. Arrowheads indicate the elution volumes
of various sizing standards (thyroglobulin, aldolase, conalbumin and ovalbumin). (B) Upper panel: SDS-PAGE analysis of selected fractions from SEC.
‘In’ corresponds to 2% input of the SEC. Lower panel: a northern blot showing the presence of sRNA in the corresponding fractions. All three proteins
and the sRNA co-elute in fractions 5 and 6, corresponding to the peak fractions in the SEC. Arrowheads below the panel indicate the peak fractions at
which various sizing standards (thyroglobulinn, aldolase and conalbumin) elute. (C) An aligned and averaged electron micrograph of M. jannaschii box
C/D sRNP in vitreous ice. Each arrowhead indicates a single particle of a sRNP molecule. Scale bar is 100 nm. (D) Twelve representative cryo-EM 2D
classes of M. jannaschii box C/D sRNP. Scale bar is 100Å. (E) 3D cryo-EM reconstruction of M. jannaschii box C/D sRNP, rotated around the y-axis and
the x-axis, at 9.0Å resolution. The map is segmented based on the identities of the corresponding protein or sRNA densities. L7Ae is in red, Nop5 in blue
and light blue, fibrillarin in gray, sRNA in light brown. Scale bar is 100Å. (F) Docking of crystal structures of P. furiosus proteins and kink-turn RNAs
in the EM volume [PDB ID: 2NNW and 3NVI (41,44)]. Color code is the same as in E. The arrowheads in the side and top views indicate the electron
densities unaccounted for by crystal structures and are suggestive of the sRNA locations.
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Negatively stained electron microscopy specimen preparation

A C-Flat holey carbon grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences)
layered with a carbon support film was glow-discharged
by a SolarusTM plasma cleaner. Five microliters of either
the concentrated peak fractions of di-sR8 sRNP or the un-
concentrated peak fraction of WT sR8 sRNP were applied
to the grid. After 30 s of adsorption, the grid was stained
with 2% uranyl formate solution for 30 s. Excess staining
solution was removed by blotting with filter papers, and the
grid was air dried.

Cryo-electron microscopy specimen preparation

Two and a half microliters of the un-concentrated peak frac-
tion of WT sR8 sRNP were applied to a glow-discharged C-
Flat holey carbon grid layered with a carbon support film
as above. After 30 s of adsorption at 8◦C and 100% relative
humidity, the grid was plunge frozen in liquid ethane using
the Vitrobot MarkIII(FEI) with a blotting time of 5 s and
blot offset of −1 mm. The frozen specimen was stored in
liquid nitrogen until use.

Electron microscopy image acquisition

All specimens were examined using a Tecnai FEI F20 elec-
tron microscope equipped with a field-emission gun oper-
ated at 200keV. Images of negatively stained specimens were
recorded at a nominal magnification of 50 000x using a
GATAN Ultrascan 4k × 4k CCD camera with an expo-
sure dose of 30 e−Å−2 and a defocus range between −0.6
�m and −1.2 �m. These micrographs had a pixel size of
1.88Å. Images of frozen hydrated specimens were recorded
at a nominal magnification of 29 000x using a GATAN K2
Summit direct detection camera in counting mode at a dose
rate of 8 e−pixel−1s−1 with a defocus range between −2.5
�m and −4 �m. Movies were collected such that the total
exposure dose was 30 e−Å−2. These micrographs had a pixel
size of 1.25Å.

Image Processing

Movie frames collected on the direct detector were aligned
and averaged using MATLAB scripts written by Shige-
matsu and Sigworth (54). Contrast transfer functions
(CTF) of all averaged micrographs and CCD micrographs
were estimated using CTFFIND3 (55). Particles were either
manually selected from the negatively stained EM CCD mi-
crographs using EMAN2 (56) or selected using a template-
based particle picker in RELION 1.3 (57) from the averaged
cryo-EM micrographs with 2D class averages of a small
subset of manually selected particles as templates. A total
of 6125 and 17 461 particles were selected from CCD mi-
crographs for sRNP assembled with WT sR8 and di-sR8,
respectively, and 164 282 particles were selected from the
aligned and averaged cryo-EM micrographs for the sRNP
assembled with WT sR8. Reference-free 2D classification
into 200 classes was performed in RELION with CTF cor-
rection.

For 3D reconstruction of the M. jannaschii WT di-sRNP,
2D classes were visually inspected and low-resolution par-
ticles, aggregates and contaminants were removed and 135

635 particles were subjected to 3D classification in RE-
LION into 4 classes, using a 60Å low-pass filtered negatively
stained M. jannaschii sRNP EM reconstruction as reference
(45). Two 3D classes were selected and merged into a final
set of 72 129 particles and subjected to 3D auto-refine in
RELION, yielding a 12.0Å map at 0.143 FSC. To further
improve particle alignment, we utilized the alignparts lmfgs
algorithm in (58) to track and correct for beam-induced
motions of individual particles. These ‘polished’ particles
were subjected to a second round of 3D classification into
3 classes using a 60Å low-pass filtered map from the refine-
ment of the unpolished particles as reference. Using 32 771
particles from the best class, we performed a final round of
3D auto-refine, with C2 symmetry imposed, using the cor-
responding class model low-pass filtered to 60Å as the start-
ing model. The map was filtered and sharpened with post-
processing in RELION using a B-factor of −900Å2 to yield
the final reconstruction with a resolution of 9.0Å at 0.143
FSC. Local resolution of the final reconstruction was esti-
mated using ResMap (Supplementary Figure S1C) (59). All
reported resolutions are based on the gold standard 0.143
FSC criterion using two independent half-maps.

Docking of atomic models and analysis of the EM map

Using Segger in Chimera (60), the reconstruction was seg-
mented based on inspection of the map, rigid-body dock-
ing of available crystal structures and previous knowledge
of the sRNP complex. The threshold of each segment was
adjusted to reflect the local resolution of the map. To per-
form rigid-body docking, two copies of the co-crystal struc-
tures from P. furiosus [PDB ID: 3NVI, (44)], each contain-
ing two copies of L7Ae, kink-turn RNA and Nop5 lacking
the NTD (amino acids 127–373) were docked as rigid bod-
ies into the center of the volume based on prior knowledge
of the location of the Nop5 coiled coil domain (44,45,48)
using the Fit in Map in Chimera (60). Subsequetly, four
copies of P. furiosus Nop5 N-terminal domain (amino acids
8–126) and fibrillarin from [PDB ID: 2NNW, (41)] were
docked into the 4 corners of the volume using Fit to Seg-
ments in Chimera, without changing the relative orienta-
tion between the 2 proteins (41). To refine the docking, a
simultaneous multi-fragment docking refinement was per-
formed using Collage in Situs 2.8 (61). The two 6-base-pair
A-form RNA double helices were built using Build Struc-
ture in Chimera. All images and movies of 3D volumes were
created and displayed using Chimera (60,62).

RESULTS

To elucidate the orientation of the box C/D sRNAs in the
di-sRNP, we used cryo-EM to determine the structure of
the box C/D sRNP from M. jannaschii. Due to staining arti-
facts, the density that would represent the sRNAs cannot be
resolved in previous negatively stained EM structural stud-
ies (45,48). In contrast, cryo-EM embeds the specimen in a
frozen hydrated state and thus eliminates staining artifacts.
Therefore, cryo-EM is the ideal method for visualizing the
sRNA orientation in the box C/D di-sRNP.
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Cryo-EM reveals the sRNA location in the archaeal box C/D
di-sRNP

To examine the box C/D sRNP complex in cryoEM, we re-
constituted the box C/D sRNP with the core proteins and
the sR8 sRNA from M. jannaschii and purified the assem-
bled complex using SEC (Figure 2A). The di-sRNP com-
plex elutes from the column as a homogenous peak (theoret-
ical molecular mass 376 kD) (Figure 2A). SDS PAGE and
northern blot analysis revealed that all sRNP components
co-migrated in the peak fractions (fractions 5 and 6, Figure
2B). Using peak fraction 5, we subjected the box C/D sRNP
to cryo-EM examination and single particle analysis. Elec-
tron micrographs of the box C/D sRNP particles (Figure
2C) as well as the 2D class averages (Figure 2D) show that
the dimensions and the overall shape of the cryo-EM sRNP
particles are consistent with previous negatively stained EM
images from both the same and different archaeal species
(45,47,48).

To determine the orientation of the two box C/D sRNAs
in the sRNP complex, we performed 3D classification and
refinement of the cryo-EM single-particle images to arrive
at a high-resolution 3D reconstruction of the sRNP com-
plex. The resulting EM volume, which reaches a resolution
of 9.0Å using the gold standard Fourier shell correlation
(FSC) at 0.143 as a criterion (Supplementary Figure S1),
has a front view and a back view (Figure 2E, Supplementary
Movie 1) that show the characteristic X-shape as seen in pre-
vious negatively stain 3D reconstructions (45,48). At this
resolution, several �-helices, including those in the Nop5
coiled coil domains, can be clearly visualized. Interestingly,
the side view reveals a tea-cup-handle-shaped density (Fig-
ure 2E, light brown) that is absent in the negatively stained
reconstructions (Supplementary Figure S2) (45,48). Since
all of the EM density in a negatively stained box C/D sRNP
can be occupied by the core proteins via docking of the pro-
tein crystal structures into the volume (45,48), the new, un-
accounted for density in the cryo-EM reconstruction must
represent the box C/D sRNAs.

To better interpret the cryo-EM volume and to determine
the location of the sRNAs, we docked in crystal structures
that contain the core proteins and the kink-turn RNAs (Fig-
ure 2F). One structure is a co-crystal structure containing
two kink-turn RNAs, each bound to an L7Ae and one of
the two CTDs of the Nop5 homodimer lacking the NTD
(Nop5�N) [PDB ID: 3NVI, (44)]. Two copies of the co-
crystal structure were docked into the volume as a whole,
without altering the relative orientation among the proteins
and the RNAs, to provide information about the location
of the sRNAs. Although the kink-turn RNAs in the co-
crystal structure are not full-length sRNAs, they serve as a
visual guide to trace the path that each sRNA takes through
the cryo-EM volume, as the kink-turn/kink-loop structural
motif is located at either the stem end or the loop end in the
secondary structure of the sRNA (Figure 1A). We docked
four copies of the crystal structure containing the Nop5
NTD and fibrillarin into the remaining densities at the four
corners of the di-sRNP [PDB ID: 2NNW (41)], as described
in (45,48).

Docking of the crystal structures revealed two major
unaccounted for densities (Figure 2F, arrowheads in side

and top view). These densities likely represent sequences
of the box C/D sRNA that are not present in the crys-
tal structures: namely, the stem and the guide sequences
(Figure 1A). Together with the crystal structures of the
kink-turn RNAs, the presence and location of the densi-
ties suggest that the sRNAs penetrate from one face of the
sRNP through the center to the other face (Figure 2E and
F). This is in agreement with the previous proposal that
the sRNAs run perpendicular to the coiled coil domain of
Nop5 (45,48).

The box C/D sRNAs are arranged in a parallel orientation

The cryo-EM model of the M. jannaschii box C/D sRNP
presented here is significantly different from the previously
published NMR-based structural model of P. furiosus box
C/D sRNP by (49). While the NMR structural model
agrees with the general shape of the cryo-EM volume in hav-
ing the characteristic X-shape in the front and back views,
the location and orientation of the box C/D sRNAs differ
substantially (Figure 3). In this cryo-EM model, we propose
that the two sRNAs go from one face, through the center,
to the other (Figure 3A and D). In contrast, in the NMR
model, the sRNAs lie on only one face of the complex (Fig-
ure 3B, Front versus Back) and run as U- and upside down
U-shapes (Figure 3B, D). Strikingly, when we docked the
NMR-derived box C/D sRNP model (49) into our cryo-
EM volume as a rigid body, we found large structural dif-
ferences in the side view, particularly in a density that likely
represents the sRNAs (Figure 3C). Importantly, the pro-
posed locations of the sRNAs in the cryo-EM model can
account for this density (Figure 3A).

There are four possible orientations of the two sRNAs
with respect to each other in the di-sRNP. The two sRNAs
either run parallel to one another where both stem ends
are on the same face of the complex and the loop ends
are on the other face (Parallel Orientations 1 and 2, Fig-
ure 3E), or anti-parallel to one another where the stem end
of one sRNA is located on a different face from that of
the other sRNA (Anti-parallel Orientations 1 and 2, Fig-
ure 3E). We propose a model in which the two sRNAs run
parallel to each other in the di-sRNP with the stem ends
of both sRNAs representing the tea-cup-handle-shape den-
sity and the loop ends are on the other face of the complex
based on the following observations (Parallel Orientation 1,
Figure 3E). First, the kink-turn RNAs in the crystal struc-
tures (3-nucleotide bulge, 2 base-pairs and 4 unpaired nu-
cleotides), which are slightly longer than the loop end of
the M. jannaschii box sR8 box C/D sRNA (6 unpaired nu-
cleotides), already fully account for the RNA density ex-
posed on the back face of the cryo-EM volume (Figures 2F
and 3A). Thus, it is likely that the RNA density exposed
on the back face corresponds to the loop ends of both sR8
sRNAs. Second, the stem end (3-nucleotide bulge and 8
base-pairs) of the sR8 sRNA is longer than both the loop
end and the crystal structure kink-turn RNA. Therefore, the
unexplained density in the front face of the cryo-EM vol-
ume (right arrow head of the side view, Figure 2F) can be ac-
counted for by the stem ends of the two sRNAs. In fact, the
unexplained density can accommodate two 6-base-pair A-
form RNA with no steric clashes (purple, Figure 3A, Sup-
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Figure 3. The cryo-EM model of M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP reveals parallel sRNA orientation. (A) Left and middle panels: front and side views of
cryo-EM volume of the M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP, with two 6-base-pair A-form RNA helices (in purple) modeled into the volume. Right panel: side
view of the cryo-EM volume, showing only the sRNA densities, with crystal structure kink-turn RNAs and the modeled A-form RNA helices docked in the
densities. Different parts of the sRNAs are labeled accordingly. Color code is the same as in Figure 2E. (B) NMR structural model of P. furiosus box C/D
sRNP in surface representation, determined by (49). Color code is the same as in Figure 2E, except that Nop5 is only in one shade of blue. (C) Docking of
the NMR structural model from (49) into the cryo-EM volume. The NMR model is in ribbon representation. (D) A cartoon of the NMR structural model
(left) and the cryo-EM structural model (right), highlighting the paths of the sRNAs. The gray shapes represent the proteins of the sRNP in each model.
The light brown dotted lines represent the path of each copy of sRNA with respect to the protein density. ‘sRNA 1’ and ‘sRNA 2’ each indicate a single
copy of sRNA in each model. (E) A schematic showing four possible orientations of box C/D sRNAs. The gray envelope outlines the EM volume in the
side view. The red dots represent the locations of the ‘kinks’ as marked by the kink-turn RNAs from the crystal structures.
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plementary Movie 1). Two 6-base-pair A-form RNA helices
together with the two 2-base-pair stretches of RNA adja-
cent to the kinks in the crystal structure kink-turn RNAs
can fully account for two 8-base-pair stem of two normal
sR8 sRNAs (Figure 3A). Third, the four L7Ae proteins can
clearly be visualized in the cryo-EM reconstruction with the
help of the docked crystal structures. Previously published
biochemical and structural studies have shown that L7Ae
binds to the kink-turn and kink-loop structures (19,27,33–
37). Therefore, the L7Ae proteins can act as visual markers
for the location of the kink structures (red dots in Figure
3E). Since the locations of the kinks are fixed, the loop ends
and the stem ends must extend from these fixed kink struc-
tures. As the stem ends are longer than the loop ends, Par-
allel Orientation 1 is the only possible orientation for the
two sRNAs (Figure 3E). Other orientations will leave some
of the tea-cup-handle-shaped density unaccounted for be-
cause the extension of one or both loop ends from the kinks
is too short to occupy the entire arc of the density, and leave
either one or both stem ends protruding from the EM vol-
ume (Parallel Orientation 2 and Anti-parallel Orientations
1 and 2, Figure 3E). Parallel orientation 1 places the loop
ends and stem ends on the back and front faces, respectively,
of the box C/D di-sRNP, with the guide sequences in the
core (Figure 3A). In this orientation, the extension of the
stem ends from the kink is long enough to allow one stem
end to reach the other, forming the full arc of the tea-cup-
handle-shaped density. Interestingly, this parallel orienta-
tion positions the stem end of each sRNA in close proximity
(Parallel Orientation 1, Figure 3E).

The importance of the box C/D sRNA stem ends in di-sRNP
assembly

The parallel orientation of the two box C/D sRNAs in the
di-sRNP places the two stem ends of the sRNAs in close
proximity (Figure 3A), suggesting a potential interaction
between them. To test this hypothesis, we designed sR8
sRNA mutants that either have truncated or mismatched
stem ends (Figure 4A). We predicted that disrupting the
stem end of the sRNAs would disrupt stem end-to-stem
end interaction between the two sRNAs and would lead to
lower di-sRNP assembly efficiency. Using native PAGE, a
technique that we have used previously to assess di-sRNP
assembly efficiency (45,47,48), we discovered that box C/D
sRNAs with disrupted stem ends assembled less efficiently
into di-sRNPs (Figure 4B–D). As the stem is shortened
through truncation, the di-sRNP assembles less efficiently
(Figure 4B, compare lane 1 with lane 2 and 3) even with
equal amount of sRNAs in the assembling reactions (Fig-
ure 4C). The same trend holds true when base-pairing of the
stem was disrupted (Figure 4B, compare lane 1 with lane 4
and 5), indicating that a base-paired stem of the box C/D
sRNA of a certain length is necessary for efficient di-sRNP
assembly. Quantitation of the gel band intensities in tripli-
cate verifies these results (Figure 4D). These results are con-
sistent with the model that the two stem ends of the sRNAs
in the box C/D di-sRNP are in close proximity and interact
with each other when assembled into a di-sRNP.

To further probe the importance of the interaction be-
tween the stem ends of the box C/D sRNAs for di-sRNP

assembly, we examined di-sRNP formation with a fusion
di-sRNA by SEC, native PAGE, in vitro methylation activ-
ity assays and negatively stained EM. We generated the fu-
sion di-sRNA by covalently linking one sR8 sRNA at the
5′ end to the 3′ end of another sR8 sRNA to mimic the
proximity of the stem ends in the box C/D di-sRNP struc-
ture (di-sR8 sRNA in Figure 5A). We assembled the di-sR8
sRNA with the box C/D core protein components and ana-
lyzed di-sRNP assembly using SEC (Figure 5B). The sRNP
peaked at an elution volume of 12.5 ml, which is very simi-
lar to the elution volume (12.4 ml) of the WT sR8 di-sRNP
(Figure 2A), suggesting that the two sRNPs are very similar
in terms of their sizes and their shapes. Furthermore, native
PAGE analysis of the combined peak fractions (5–7) of the
di-sR8 sRNP reveals that it migrates at the same position as
the WT sR8 di-sRNP, indicating that the two sRNPs have
very similar biochemical properties (Figure 5C).

To ask whether the two sRNPs have similar activity, we
performed in vitro methylation activity assays (Figure 5D).
To measure the activity of the sRNPs, we introduced sub-
strate RNAs that are either complementary to the D guide
(D substrate) or to the D’ guide (D’ substrate), and SAM,
the methyl donor, which contains a tritiated (3H) methyl
group, to WT and to the di-sR8 sRNPs. If a sRNP is ac-
tive, it will incorporate the 3H-methyl group at the 2′-O po-
sition of the target nucleotide. We can measure the radioac-
tivity as an indication of the amount of methyl incorpora-
tion. As a negative control, we used substrates that were
pre-methylated at the 2′-O position of the target nucleotide,
so that no 3H-methyl can be incorporated. The in vitro
methylation assays show that the di-sR8 sRNP has a sig-
nificantly higher amount of 3H-methyl incorporation into
the un-methylated substrates than into the pre-methylated
substrates. This is true for both the D and the D’ substrates.
This indicates that the di-sR8 sRNP is catalytically active,
and is capable of methylating both D and D’ substrates.
Therefore, the di-sR8 sRNA permits assembly into a di-
sRNP that is catalytically active.

Furthermore, we examined both WT sR8 and di-sR8 di-
sRNPs from SEC purified peak fractions using negatively
stained EM and 2D classification of the single-particle im-
ages. Comparison of the 2D class averages between them
shows that they adopt very similar structural features and
indicates that the di-sR8 sRNA allows the sRNP to adopt
a di-sRNP architecture (Figure 5E). Taken together, these
experiments suggest that the di-sR8 sRNP is very similar to
the WT sR8 di-sRNP both biochemically and structurally.
These results support the hypothesis that the two sRNAs
are oriented parallel to each other with their stem ends in
close proximity.

DISCUSSION

Recent biochemical and structural studies of archaeal box
C/D sRNPs have established that in vitro assembled ar-
chaeal box C/D sRNPs assume a di-sRNP architecture.
Nevertheless, the orientation of the box C/D sRNAs in
a box C/D di-sRNP has remained ambiguous. Here, we
present a 3D reconstruction of the M. jannaschii box C/D
di-sRNP using cryo-EM, which reveals that the sRNA den-
sity enters from one face of the complex, passes through
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Figure 4. Box C/D sRNA stem end is important for efficient di-sRNP assembly. (A) Sequences and secondary structures of WT and stem end mutated
box C/D sRNAs. The circles and rectangles indicate, respectively, the truncations and mismatch mutations that disrupt the stem end of box C/D sRNA.
(B) Native PAGE analysis of box C/D di-sRNP assembled with WT and stem end mutated box C/D sRNAs. (C) Northern blot showing the amount of
sRNAs used in the sRNP assembly in the Native PAGE in Figure 4B. (D) Quantitation of the gel band densities normalized to WT sR8 in triplicates. Error
bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5. Fusion box C/D di-sRNA, covalently linked at stem ends, allows for the formation of a di-sRNP. (A) Sequence and secondary structure of
stem-end fused box C/D di-sRNA. (B) SEC of box C/D sRNP assembled with box C/D di-sR8 sRNA. Box C/D di-sRNP elutes in fractions 5, 6 and 7,
corresponding to an elution volume of 12.5 ml. The peak at elution volume of 14.1 ml corresponds to the unassembled Nop5/fibrillarin heterotetramer.
(C) Native PAGE of box C/D sRNP assembled with di-sR8 and WT sR8 sRNAs. (D) Methylation activity assays of WT and di-sR8 sRNPs. Error bars
correspond to one standard deviation. Asterisks (*) denote statistical significance for comparing the activity of the same sRNP using un-methylated and
pre-methylated substrates. Hash marks (#) denote statistical significance for comparing the activity of WT and di-sR8 sRNPs using the un-methylated D’
substrate. * or #, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ns, not significant. (E) Comparison of the experimental 2D class averages between box C/D
sRNP assembled with the WT sR8 sRNA (upper panel) and the di-sR8 sRNA (lower panel) shows that di-sR8 sRNA is capable of forming a di-sRNP.
Scale bar is 50 Å.

the core, and exits to the other face. Docking of crystal
structures of box C/D sRNP proteins and kink-turn RNAs
into the reconstruction suggests a parallel orientation of
the sRNAs. Furthermore, experiments with mutant sRNAs
with disrupted stem ends and a di-sR8 fusion sRNA reveal
that the stem ends of the two sRNAs are in close proximity
and potentially interact to stabilize the di-sRNP structure.

How are the box C/D sRNAs oriented differently in the cryo-
EM versus the NMR model?

The NMR structural model of P. furiosus box C/D di-sRNP
from (49) suggests that the box C/D sRNAs lie as a con-
tinuous long rod on the surface of only one face of the di-
sRNP complex (Figure 3B). As they do not penetrate into

the core of the complex, the sRNAs run in a direction that
is parallel to the Nop5 coiled coil domains. This suggests
that deleting the Nop5 coiled coil domains would still allow
the formation of a di-sRNP structure as the top and bottom
half of the sRNP complex would be tethered together by the
sRNA interface. However, biochemical evidence indicates
that a di-sRNP is unable to form when the complex lacks
the Nop5 coiled coil domains, arguing against the sRNA
orientation proposed in the NMR model (45).

In contrast, the sRNA orientation presented here based
on the M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP cryo-EM struc-
ture is consistent with previous biochemical evidence. In the
cryo-EM model, both box C/D sRNAs penetrate through
the core of the box C/D sRNP complex with the stem ends
and the loop ends of the sRNAs exposed on the front and
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Figure 6. A model of box C/D sRNA orientation in the box C/D sRNP. The stem ends of the two box C/D sRNAs orient adjacent to each other and they
interact with each other to stabilize the di-sRNP architecture. Arrows indicate the locations of the kink-turns and kink-loops of the sRNAs. The color key
of the proteins and the sRNAs are indicated in the upper right corner.

back faces of the di-sRNP, respectively. The sRNAs are
therefore perpendicular to the Nop5 coiled coil domains.
This is consistent with previous results that indicate that the
box C/D and C’/D’ elements as well as the Nop5 coiled coil
domains are necessary for the formation of the di-sRNP
(36,44–47). The sRNAs provide an interface that bridges
the left half of the di-sRNP complex (front or back view)
with the right half, while the Nop5 coiled coils provide an in-
terface that bridges the top half with the bottom half (Sup-
plementary Figure S3) (47). Therefore, both the sRNA in-
terface and Nop5 coiled coil domain interface are equally
important in the maintenance of the di-sRNP architecture.

Moreover, there are further inconsistencies in the place-
ment of the box C/D sRNA stem ends in the NMR model.
In the NMR model, the stem ends of the box C/D sRNAs
are located at the opposite extremes of the sRNP complex.
However, experiments presented here with mutant sRNAs
and a fusion di-sRNA strongly suggest that the stem ends of
the two box C/D sRNAs are in close proximity (Figures 4
and 5), arguing against this placement. In contrast, the par-
allel arrangement of the box C/D sRNAs in the cryo-EM
model allows the sRNA stem ends to be in close proxim-
ity. All in all, the sRNA orientation in the cryo-EM model
presented here is consistent with current and previous pub-
lished biochemical results, while the NMR model is not.

There are several possibilities as to why the NMR model
resulted in mis-placement of the box C/D sRNAs (49).
First, the sRNA used for sRNP assembly was altered from
the WT sRNA in a critical manner. An insertion of a 4
base-pair stem in between the box C’/D’ element and the

loop end region was made in the sRNA used in the NMR
model. This would effectively modify the kink-loop struc-
ture normally found in the archaeal box C/D sRNA into
a kink-turn structure (27–31). As it has been shown previ-
ously, the presence of the kink-loop structure is absolutely
essential for the maintenance of the di-sRNP architecture
(48). Therefore, changing the kink-loop structure of the box
C/D sRNA into a kink-turn structure in the NMR model
has likely changed the interaction of L7Ae and the Nop5
CTD with the box C’/D’ elements of the sRNA and forced
the sRNAs to be abnormally oriented.

Second, the structural determination of the NMR model
was not entirely de novo. Because of the large size of an ar-
chaeal box C/D sRNP (∼400 kD), it is technically challeng-
ing to use NMR as a sole method for structural determina-
tion. Instead, Lapinaite et al. (49) relied on published crys-
tal structures [PDB ID 3NMU, (44)] that contain pieces of
the complete box C/D sRNP to aid in structural determina-
tion together with the new NMR and small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) measurements. One assumption that was
made to obtain the NMR model was that the relative orien-
tations between L7Ae and the kink-turn RNA and between
fibrillarin and Nop5 in the crystal structures of pieces of the
di-sRNP are conserved in the complete box C/D di-sRNP.
An additional assumption was that the L7Ae-kink-turn-
RNA-Nop5-CTD interface and the Nop5-NTD-fibrillarin
interface are also conserved. A solution of the box C/D
sRNP structure was calculated based on NMR and SANS
data that provided information on how these conserved
modules orient with respect to each other in the di-sRNP
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environment. This method, while elegant, did not generate
a de novo density map of the complete box C/D di-sRNP
structure. In contrast, using cryo-EM, we generated a den-
sity map of the complete box C/D di-sRNP based purely
on the electron scattering of the atoms in the box C/D di-
sRNP. Therefore, it is likely that the bias introduced by as-
suming conserved crystal structure interfaces in the NMR
structural calculation led to a different orientation of the
sRNAs than what we have obtained in the cryo-EM model.

Finally, the use of box C/D sRNP components from dif-
ferent archaeal species may have also contributed to the dif-
ferences in the NMR and cryo-EM derived di-sRNP struc-
tures.

The apo box C/D sRNP is not in a catalytic productive con-
formation

The M. jannaschii cryo-EM structural model of the box
C/D di-sRNP reveals that the apo di-sRNP, where no sub-
strate is bound, is not in a catalytically productive confor-
mation (Figure 3A). In the apo di-sRNP structure, the fibril-
larin proteins, which are the catalytic components of the di-
sRNP, are located far from the guide sequences of the box
C/D sRNAs, which are the binding sites of the substrate.
This implies that one or more fibrillarin proteins must un-
dergo large conformational changes to reach the substrate
bound to the guide sequences, as seen in (49). Indeed, lo-
cal resolution estimation of the cryo-EM model shows that
the fibrillarin proteins have lower resolution compared to
the rest of the complex, which suggests that they are flex-
ible, consistent with potentially large movements (Supple-
mentary Figure S1C). Moreover, published X-ray crystal-
lographic and mutational analysis of the Nop5-fibrillarin
hetero-tetramer have suggested that there is a flexible hinge
in the Nop5 NTD that allows major rearrangements of the
Nop5 NTD and its associated fibrillarin (39,41,44). These
lines of evidence suggest that binding of the substrate in-
duces large conformational changes in the positions of the
catalytic fibrillarin proteins. Whether the box C/D di-sRNP
requires the binding of one or more substrates at the guide
sequences to achieve the catalytically productive conforma-
tion requires further investigation.

Interestingly, the guide sequences of the box C/D sRNAs
in the apo box C/D di-sRNP are located within the core of
the complex. The solvent exposed regions of the guide se-
quences are accessible from the top and bottom of the sRNP
complex (Figure 3A). Therefore, it is plausible that the sub-
strate RNA threads through the hole on either the top or
bottom of the complex, thereby reaching the entirety of the
guide sequences, and allowing base-pairing interactions be-
tween the substrate and the guide sequences. Intriguingly,
recent studies have shown that the D’ substrate has a higher
turnover rate than the D substrate (63). Based on our cryo-
EM model, it is possible that the D’ guide sequences are
closer to the top and bottom of the di-sRNP, while the D
guide sequences are located more in the core of the com-
plex. Unfortunately, at the current resolution of the cryo-
EM structure, it is not possible to distinguish between the
identities of the D and D’ guide sequences.

Stem end interactions of box C/D sRNA stabilize the sRNP
complex

This study of the M. jannaschii box C/D di-sRNP not only
demonstrates that the two box C/D sRNAs are arranged
in a parallel fashion, but also suggests that the stem ends
of the sRNAs are close to each other and are likely inter-
acting in some way (Figure 6). The experiments with the
di-sR8 sRNA showed that the fusion di-sRNA was capa-
ble of assembling into a catalytically active di-sRNP that is
structurally indistinguishable from the WT sRNA di-sRNP.
This suggests that the stem ends of the two sRNAs are nor-
mally in close proximity and likely interact with each other
to stabilize the di-sRNP architecture (Figure 6). The de-
creasing efficiency of box C/D sRNP assembly as a result
of the disruption of the box C/D sRNA stem ends (Figure
4) provided further support for this notion. Interestingly,
di-sRNP assembled with the fusion di-sRNA has lower ac-
tivity than the WT sRNA with both the D (not statistically
significant) and D’ (statistically significant) substrates (Fig-
ure 5D). It is therefore tempting to speculate that flexibility
around the point of the proposed stem end-to-stem end in-
teraction is necessary for efficient catalysis, because fusing
the stems in the di-sRNA would make that area more rigid.
Local resolution estimation of the box C/D di-sRNP cryo-
EM structure (Supplementary Figure S1C) reveals that the
structure has a lower resolution around the point of the pro-
posed stem end-to-stem end interaction. This is consistent
with a flexible stem end-to-stem end contact. Whether this
flexibility is necessary for catalysis requires further experi-
mentation.

Combining this study with previously published work re-
veals that we have identified three regions of a box C/D
sRNA that are essential for the formation of a di-sRNP:
(1) the box C/D kink-turn elements and (2) the box C’/D’
kink-loop elements for tethering the left and right halves
of the box C/D sRNP components, and (3) the sRNA stem
ends that confer a stabilizing interaction (36,45,47,48). This
suggests that the box C/D sRNA itself is critical for de-
termining the structure of the box C/D sRNP, as both the
loop ends (48) and the stem ends (this work) are required
for the structural architecture of the di-sRNP. Intriguingly,
not all archaeal box C/D sRNAs, predicted or verified, con-
tain canonically base-paired terminal stems ((20–26) http:
//lowelab.ucsc.edu/snoRNAdb/). Among those that do not
have a terminal stem, many have nucleotides that flank the
box C and D sequences. It will be interesting to investigate
whether these flanking nucleotides have similar interactions
as those we have described here and whether they confer sta-
bility to the box C/D di-sRNP architecture.
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